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Shipping air?
4FOLD Foldable Container technology

- 4 in 1
- Fast
- Safe
- Strong
- Patented
Where does a foldable container generate savings?

- Empty repositioning
- Storage
- Restows
- Handling
- $\text{CO}_2 / \text{NO}_x / \text{SO}_x$ savings
Clients

Shipping
- APL
- HANJIN
- Seatrade
- BAL Shipping

Rail
- RYLE (China)
Acquire commercial rights to a 4FOLD Foldable Container

• HCI’s lease partner is a key partner and stakeholder. They will manage the fleet and all the financial obligations

• When a box is leased, the lease money minus the management fee for HCI’s lease partner will be transferred to the investor.

• Payback period of 5 years

• Please contact HCI for more details
Join the revolution!
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